




YOUR ART GALLERY





Art tells stories. These stories, visually told, help us make sense of  the world, and expand 
our understanding of  it. Art helps us imagine the unimaginable, and connects us to the 

past, the present, the future…and each other.

By telling its rich stories, art has the ability to transform a space, elevating the setting’s 
ambience to the level of  sublime.  



Page 5: Benilda Beretta
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Page 6: Clockwise; Vincent Gogluicci, Bruce Johnson, Brian Renaldo, Philip Calkins   |   Page 7: Jack Carden   |   Page 9: Michael Jinks
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JOHN RIPTON

A self  taught photographer, Ripton’s work is both documentary and 
nonfigurative/abstract.  Fascinated with how the structure of  light and line 
affect perception, how they bring still images to life, he tries to capture 
these elements through the lens.  Ripton has mounted a dozen exhibitions 
of  his photography including a solo show at the Hunterdon Art Museum 
in New Jersey in 2010.  He curates photography and art exhibtion, and 
writes articles, essays and poetry for professional and literary journals.  
Ripton also teaches world history in the Liberal Studies Department at the 
Maine College of  Art.
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Page 13: Jinsey Dauk
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A R T
TRANSFORMS









You don’t take 
a photograph,  

you make it.
“

Ansel Adams



Page 17: Orly Benun   |   Page 21: (Left) Jevgenijs Scolokovs, (right) Kathryn Kram
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SPENCER TUNICK

Spencer Tunick stages scenes in which the battle of  nature against culture 
is played out against various backdrops, from civic center to desert 
sandstorm, man and woman are returned to a preindustrial, pre-everything 
state of  existence.  Tunick has traveled the globe to create these still and 
video images of  multiple nude figures in public settings. Organizing groups 
from a handful of  participants to tens of  thousands, all volunteers, is often 
logistically daunting; the subsequent images transcend ordinary categories 
and meld sculpture and performance in a new genre.

FEATURED ARTIST
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Page 24: Brian Renaldo   |   Page 25: Tony Long   |   Page 27: (Left) Kathryn Kram, (right) Anthony J Walker Sr.
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Page 28: Ryan Jackson   |   Page 29: Miro Polca   |   Page 30: Julio Cardia   |   Page 31: Alex Zhul   |   Page 33: Beth Achenbach
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ELI SHLOMOVICH

Eli has always been intrigued about what lies beneath the surface, awaiting 
discovery. The subtleties in objects which give them their uniqueness. The 
way something ordinary can take on a new perspective when explored 
deeper. Eli’s photography is an extension of  his curiosities. He is drawn 
to subject matter that emits energy which excites him, and needs to be 
captured. He believes in capturing this energy raw; allowing the viewer 
an unobstructed experience. Therefore, he does not process or alter [aside 
from some cropping] his photography. There is an excitement and pride in 
finding and capturing that special scene or subject.
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Page 34: Lester Levine   |   Page 35: Gary Migues   |   Page 36: Claudia Schellenberg   |   Page 37: (Left) Claude Gariepy, (right) Gary Migues   |   Page 41: John Neitzel
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A R T C A P T I V A T E S





Alfred Stieglitz”
Photography is 
a reality so subtle 
that it becomes more 
real than reality.
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Pages 42 & 43: Wayne Johnson   |   Page 48: (Left) Francesco Sambati, (right) Jevgenijs Scolokovs   |   Page 49: Mike Lambert   |   Pages 50 & 51: Pat Swain   |   Page 53: (Left) Francesco Sambati, (right) Joseph Smith
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Page 55: Clockwise: Tony Long, Joseph Smith, Teddy Kelley







KAROLINA RUPP

Karolina’s world is painted by psychological and philosophical 
observations and experiences as well as social expressions of  the 
human condition. By discovering and rediscovering her own 
thoughts and fears she tries to understand the world a little better.
In most of  her work she aims to make the invisible world of  
our minds visible through photography, particularly through 
traditional photographic processes done in the darkroom. By 
representing abstract concepts such as consciousness, being and 
mindfulness through this medium, she plays with the juxtaposition 
of  realism and abstraction. 57
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A R T
E L E V A T E S





” Dorthea Lange ”“Photography takes an instant out of  time, 
altering life by holding it still.
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Page 58: John Mazlish   |   Page 59: Chris Tucker   |   Page 64: Monica Caruso   |   Page 65: (Left) Ricardo Augusto de Castro Lopes, (right) Malike Sidibe   |   Page 67: Rebecca Harkness
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Page 69: Karunakaran Parameswaran Pillai
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PETER GUTTMAN

Peter Guttman is an award-winning photographer, travel journalist and 
author of  eight hardcover books.  He was cited as one of  “20 of  the World’s 
Most Influential Photographers” while receiving the George Eastman 
Power of  the Image Award in Beijing, China. Peter Guttman depicts 
the pre-digital world of  isolated people and indigenous workers utilizing 
the cultural iconography of  their locales to distill the mystique of  their 
far-away locations. He funnels his artistic impulses into explorations of  
cultural diversity and carefully selects anthropologically telling backdrops 
to provide cinematic staging, while simultaneously offering a narrative of  
universality that threads human existence.

FEATURED ARTIST
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Page 70: Kathryn Kram   |   Page 71: Julian Espinal   |   Page 72: Bruce Johnson   |   Page 73: (Left) Jevgenijs Scolokovs, (right) Stephan Kolb   |   Page 74: Malike Sidibe   |   Page 75: James Machan
Page 76: Clockwise; John Ripton, Gabriel Garman, Krystal Powell   |   Page 77: Olga Ush   |   Page 80: Dennis Gingerich   |   Page 81: James Machan   |   Page 83: (Left) Dennis Perry, (right) Bruce Johnson















The purpose of  art
is washing the dust

of  daily life
off  our souls.”Pablo Picasso
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Page 87: Brian Renaldo   |   Pages 90 & 91: James Machan   |   Page 93: (All) Julio Cardia





Page 95: Malike Sidibe
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The first online gallery of  its kind, YourArtGallery.com, is the premier platform for 
designers to discover rich imagery for a variety of  commercial and residential projects.

Your Art Gallery provides extraordinary choices to find the unique images which interior 
designers and decorators are looking for, perfectly-suited for assorted environments, 

and professionally finished to perfection.

http://yourartgallery.com/
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